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Walter Slatoff was a gentle and reflective person whose belief in the importance of all human beings frequently 

made him an eloquent and impassioned supporter not simply of principles of justice and freedom but of oppressed 

individuals and groups. His concern for people was crucial to his interest in literature, and made him an unusually 

effective teacher of both undergraduate and graduate students. His lecture classes as well as his seminars were 

filled to capacity—and sometimes beyond. His gifts as a teacher, which included the ability to listen as well as to 

speak, brought him the Clark Distinguished Teaching Award in 1978, and were the same gifts that made him an 

unusually able, if reluctant, English Department chair in 1973-74.

Throughout the 36 years of his association with the English Department as assistant, associate, and full professor, 

Walter taught courses both in American literature and creative writing, and served in a number of editorial 

capacities—including terms as editor and co-editor—of Epoch, the nationally-distributed magazine of new fiction 

and poetry published by the department as part of its creative writing program.

Walter was the author of three books. The first, Quest for Failure: A Study of William Faulkner (1960), has been 

referred to in recent years as a precursor of deconstruction, because of its central concern with the ambiguities, 

ambivalence and antithetical elements to be found in Faulkner’s prose; and the second, With Respect to Readers: 

Dimensions of Literary Response (1970), sometimes has been classified with books dealing with reader response 

theory. His last, and most remarkable, book, The Look of Distance: Reflections on Suffering & Sympathy in Modern 

Literature—Auden to Agee, Whitman to Woolf (1985), makes evident, though, his personal distaste for both 

theories. That book is a compendium of quotations from works of poetry, fiction, and non-fictional prose that are 

organized and illuminated in a new way by a mind as generous as it is skeptical. Literature itself deeply mattered to 

him, and he took it seriously as a manifestation of human thought and behavior. He entered into a kind of dialogue 

with any text that he valued or scorned, and that dialogue sometimes resulted in a confrontation, a verbal battle. 

Disliking theory, suspicious too of detachment and spiritual remove, he brought to his reading his own humane 

judgments, based on personal experience and a lifetime as a reader. He disliked hypocrisy and personal cruelty 

as well as social injustice, and to find them casually accepted in literature or life aroused his indignation and 

sometimes his anger.
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At Cornell, he served on committees seeking to end racial and other forms of discrimination, and remained in 

passionate disagreement with the university’s continuing refusal to divest its holdings in South Africa. One of his 

last public acts before his retirement was an address to the large audience participating in, or simply watching, 

the construction by Cornell faculty of a shanty on campus, one built in protest of university investment in 

corporations doing business in South Africa; one of his last private acts as a citizen was a letter written shortly 

before his death to the nation’s president, appealing to him—for the sake of those who would suffer or die on both 

sides of the conflict—to find another solution than war for the problems in the Persian Gulf region. The unique 

contribution he brought to his classes, his editorial work for Epoch, and everything he wrote was a sensibility that 

combined matters of conscience with a sensitivity to language—to the implications of structure and style. Some 

texts immediately won his admiration; but if a text contained a whiff of corruption, he sniffed and tossed it about, 

trying to get at the source. “We always turned to him when we had a particularly troublesome story” a fellow editor 

of Epoch, who once had been a student of his said, following the news of his death. “I think he was the wisest man 

I ever knew.”

As serious as he was about ethical concerns, Walter enjoyed banter and recreational activities with his family and 

friends. He liked gardening—but weeding his flower beds never took precedence over poker or the race track. 

Winning—either at cards or the races—never concerned him much; what he liked was the playing itself, and the 

company of good friends. It is agreeable to note that the concluding chapter of The Look of Distance, those pages of 

Walter’s in which—as he told an old friend—he managed at last to put into print what he always had most wanted 

to say about literature and life, contains a reference to poker.

Walter’s immediate survivors are his wife, Jane (Jimmy); his daughter, Joan; and his son, Don. His friends want 

them to know that they, too, miss the presence of one they continue to love.

Glenn Altschuler, W. Donald Cooke, James McConkey
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